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From the Editor ---
We managed to gather this month 
after missing August due to 
sickness amongst members. But 
we more than made up for it with a 
good turnout that saw us toast the 
late Queen Elizabeth II, the new 
King Charles III and Absent 
Friends with Pussers rum.  The 
subsequent sad news of the 
passing of Shipmate Artie Elliott 
obviously arrived too late for that 
gathering, but will no doubt be 
observed  at our next gathering. In 
the meantime please read and 
hopefully enjoy this edtion of 
Masthead. – Ed. 

Vic Parsons ----------------------------
As recently reported one of the Royal Navy's longest serving and best-
known sailors, Vic Parsons, retired after nearly half a century's service. 
The veteran physical training instructor decided to call it a day after 
joining at HMS Raleigh some 46.5 years ago. His naval career covered 
an impressive array of ship and shore establishments world-wide over 
that time, including the aircraft carrier HMS Invincible. On the latter as 
well as keeping shipmates fit in his day-job, Vic was in charge of the 
ship's money-spinning souvenir shop: mugs, ties, T-shirts and the like 
all sold to friends, loved ones and visitors, and intriguingly where a 
bestselling line was in – wait for it - HMS Invincible knickers!

The photograph below shows Vic showing off valedictory certificate to 
shipmates at HQ Portsmouth.

The recent sad passing of 
HM Queen Elizabeth II 
w h o  t o  m o s t  o f  u s 
represented someone who 
had been a constant in our lives 
seemingly forever, must leave so 
many  memor ie s  amongs t  ou r 
readership.. With that in mind and 
recalling that Masthead successfully 
did the same on the CTB of the Duke 
of Edinburgh,  may we ask that our 
readers submit any observations of the 
late Queen  they can recall for 
inclusion in the December issue. 
Never mind if the recollections be 
large or small, specifically Navy or 
otherwise, it would be really nice to be 
able to make a good show of it.  Ed.

Lights Out ----------- 
In the August edition of Masthead we 
made our overseas readers aware of 
the recent (and ongoing) problems 
experienced here in South Africa with 
darkness descending due to nation-
wide electrical power outages. 
Darkness of course come each night, 
but dramatically on occasion as solar 
eclipses, where different peoples 
observe these events with different 
views. Given that we all understand 
that the reason for this phenomena is 
the moon passing between us and the 
sun, this event occurring in Australia 
in 2008 caused one venerable 
aborigine to observe that 'kerosene 
lamp gone Jesus gone bugger up'!
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Artie Elliott ----------------------------------------------------

Weather or Not ------------------------------------ 

Masthead is sad to report the CTB of our old Shipmate 
Artie Elliott on the 18th of September. A Friend of Ganges 
for some years, only latterly did health issues see him 
move to reside with family at Port Elizabeth. He was a 
member of both the RNA and MOTHS, and as a Friend of 
Ganges always a welcome addition at our monthly 
gatherings. But it was at the MOTHS that his memory will 
forever remain strong, where we witnessed 'Old Bill' Artie 
and his late wife Bev between them regularly producing 
such fine functions to commemorate Trafalgar, Black Tot 
and Burns Nights to mention but a few.
Artie joined the RN at Raleigh in 1956 training to be an 
Engineering Mechanic, followed by a varied service 
career that included HMS Protector during the fifties in 
the Antarctic, where most probably he got his first taste of 
South Africa, a place that one day would become his 
home. Leaving the RN in 1965 he joined the South African 
Navy, there to continue his naval career before eventual 
retirement. 
In conclusion, Artie was a person who always appeared 
calm cool and collected and was never heard to say an 
unkind word about anyone. Both assets which along with 
a generous nature and gentle humour made him a shipmate 
guaranteed always to be remembered with affection.
On behalf of the Chairman and members of the Simons 
Town Division of the HMS Ganges Association, we 
extend our deepest sympathy to his family on their sad 
loss.

At the risk of bringing up issues which some of us in our dotage might feel we could do 
without, here is an item for general consideration that might prove interesting, albeit 
contentious. There was and likely still are a small section of the Ganges fraternity who 
subscribe to the 'we turned out (slightly) better than you' theory. Specifically the argument 
goes thus; A good proportion of messes within Divisions disgorged onto the Short/Long 
Covered Ways, thereby not requiring the residents to go straight from the obvious 'warm 

comfort' of a mess deck to meet all that the East coast could offer weather-wise on a bleak winters morn. The 
exception to this was the double-storeyed Collingwood Division messes adjacent to the parade ground, where the 
inmates were compelled to step directly out to face natures worst. This disparity between the Divisions led to the 
belief that on going to sea, those less 'pampered' were better equipped to face all that life had to offer.

Since our article this April on the efforts to save the then 
Prince Charles' old command Bronington from an 
ignominious end languishing half submerged on 
Merseyside, a survey carried out by marine specialists in 
early summer confirmed that with some minor remedial 
work on the hull the ship can be refloated. So the next 
objective of the voluntary preservation trust is to raise 
100,000 pounds, not just to refloat/stabilise the ship but 
also to transport her safely to a shipyard so the act of 
restoration can begin. What the future holds after that are 
decisions yet to be made, but where ideally the trust would 
prefer to see a working ship as opposed to a Museum 
exhibit..

                                                                                        
HMS Raleigh       1956        Training                                                                                                 
HMS Protector   1956/58    Antarctic                                                                                                 
HMS Victory      1958                                                                                                 
HMS Pembroke    1958        Course                                                                                                 
HMS Soberton     1958/60   Fishery Protection                                                                                                 
Miner IV Vernon   1960      Home                                                                                                 
HMS Victorious   1960/62   Far East                                                                                                 
HMS Sultan         1962/63  Course                                                                                                 
HMS Victorious    1963/64    Far East                                                                                                 
HMS Sultan        1964         Course                                                                                                  
HMS Scarborough  1964/65    Med/Home                                                                                                 
HMS Drake          1965         Time Expired  

                                                                                          
MAY HE FIND STILL WATERS AND 

A SAFE ANCHORAGE 

RN Ships Served.

Bronington Update ------------
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Its' All In The Name --------------------------------------------
We have become accustomed in recent times to seeing newly built ships for the Royal Navy coming into service 
with predictably familiar recurring names, (Glasgow comes to mind), so the choice of an HMS Venturer as the first 
of class of the future Type 31 general purpose frigates currently under construction warranted further 
investigation. It appears that the names for Venturer and the 4 other Type 31's to be built for the RN, Active, 
Bulldog, Campbeltown and Formidable were drawn from “warships and submarines whose deeds and missions 
are intended to reflect and inspire current and future Royal Navy operations”. In the case of the WWII Venturer, 
she made naval history by being the first submarine ever to sink another(U864) in underwater combat. Venturer is 
due to be launched in 2023 with the remainder all scheduled to be in service by 2030.
A lot of thought obviously goes into assigning new ships names although now and again things don't quite work 
out. It was not for reasons of euphony that 'HMS Handy', part of the 9th Destroyer Flotilla in 1940 had her name 
changed to 'Harvester', 'Handy' being only one 'dot' away from sister ship 'Hardy' in morse code and therefore 
liable to mistaken identity. Similarly from the same flotilla 'HMS Hearty' name-changed to 'Hesperus' because 
'Hearty' sounded too similar to 'Hardy' (are you keeping up?), the latter to gain fame at the Battle of Narvik. All 
these 'H' class destroyers were in-build for the Brazilian navy at Southampton at the outbreak of war but were 
purchased instead for the Royal Navy. Thankfully 'Hesperus' didn't go the way of Longfellows' famous wreck, and 
after an eventful WWII including the Battle of the Atlantic was scrapped in 1947.
And finally on the subject of ships names how about this to show how the world has moved on? In 1963 the last of 
the 'Hunt' class Fast Escort Vessels (Frigates) HMS Brocklesby was paid off in Portsmouth, one of 17 ships of the 
class that were all named after famous fox hunts. In the case of the Brocklesby it was the hunt owned by Lord 
Yarborough whose family crest graced the ship. It almost goes without saying though that any ship today 
associated in any way with the practice of fox hunting might quickly draw adverse publicity.

With reference to the Aden anchorage photo featured in August showing units of the 1st Destroyer Squadron, see 
here a shot featuring the combined Communications Departments of the 4 ships of that squadron at Gibraltar in 
1961.We print this on three counts which might offer interest to both local and overseas readers. Both Spud 
Murphy (now resident in Australia) and your Editor (now an expat. in SA) are featured here, Spud third from right 
4th row back and Editor extreme right 5th row back. On the front row at left seated is CRS 'Speaky' Lowe, a legend 
to communicators far and wide in those days. Amongst his many exploits one stands out as most memorable. For 

whilst based at Ceylon West Wireless (Callsign 
GZP) in 1957, he along with others also serving 
there were 'volunteered' to become extras in the 
making of the film 'Bridge on the River Kwai' 
and where Speaky landed a talking roll. If 
anyone has occasion to re-visit that film they 
should note that about halfway through the 
prisoners are marched on to the parade ground 
in front of the Japanese officers, led by RSM 
Speaky complete with tam o' shanter and no 
teeth (his trade mark) giving the orders. It was 
also known that he became an off-set drinking 
buddy of the American film star William 
Holden. And finally at front row centre is Lt. 
Cdr. Holland the Squadron Signals Officer who 
on completion of this commission ended up here 
in the Cape as Signals OIC at Simons Town 
(Callsign ZSJ) in 1962.

1st Destroyer Squadron ------------------------------------------------
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 HMS Rapid 1943 ------------------ 
One year ago this month (15/10/2021) St. Vincent and 
Friend of Ganges shipmate Chuck Egan-Fowler 
Crossed the Bar. As a not inconsiderable contributor to 
Masthead over the years it seems not inappropriate to 
produce one of his articles for inclusion in this edition. 
The article selected reflects we think Chucks' general 
writing style and wit and was first published in 
October 2014. The story relates to his service aboard 
Destroyer HMS Rapid based at Rosyth 1948-49.

An Amusing Run Ashore 
While serving on HMS Rapid  in or around 1948, the 
ship was tasked to visit Londonderry in Northern 
Ireland. At that time National Service or Conscription 
were obligatory for 18 year old males and in fact we 
had our fair share as crew on the ship. Some of them 
were willing to do this service but of course there were 
also some 'bolshie' fellows (closet pacifists 
perhaps!!), who were not. Like us regulars they were 
mostly middle class types from all parts of the 
country.
However there was one exception in the form of a tall 
lad from the upper classes by the name of The 
Honourable Annersley-Proctor, whose father was 
someone high up in Government and I believe a 
Baronet or some such. This young man was from old 
money and not a 'nouveau riche'. He had recently 
graduated from Harrow with a fistful of 'A' levels and 
was destined  to go up to Cambridge to read 
'International Diplomacy' and 'Classic Greek' as a 
second, when he had finished his obligation to King 
and Country.
I have to say that he never flouted his privileged status 
and was very popular with the rest of us on the mess-
deck. In short he had natural charisma, charm and was 
a first class raconteur. His lineage stretched a long 
way back to the Middle Ages and his father Charles 
Llewelyn Amersley-Proctor won a DFC in WWII. His 
Grandfather was Sir Cedric Lothario Annersley-
Proctor, a life peer who I believe died at an early age of 
a social disease that he caught from below stairs from 
a scullery maid by the name of Phyllis, who in turn 
had picked it up from her sailor boyfriend. 

Be that as it may I digress as 
this story is supposed to be 
about a run ashore. After 
securing the ship alongside, 
five of us including the Hon. 
Charlie Rupert as we now knew 
him, went to the city and into the first pub we came 
upon. We strolled up to the bar and, as was our normal 
thing, we let Charlie order the first round, mainly 
because he was rich, but also because we loved to hear 
his mellifluous accent akin to Stephen Fry, which we 
were sure the barkeep would not understand.
''Good day to you kind sir, may we please have five 
pints of your famous elixir, as we are parched from 
our arduous journey to visit your fair city''. The 
barkeep did get what he was saying but answered 
''what arr yous?'', ''we are sailors from the finest fleet 
in the world'' said Charlie, which was pretty obvious 
considering we were all in uniform! ''oi knows who 
you arr, but oi need to find out what arr yous before oi 
can serve yous''.
At that point one of the customers on the next bar stool 
told us ''he needs to know what religion yous arr, 
because if yous not Catholics he'll not serve yous''. 
None of us were but quick as a wink Charlie replied. 
''Hail Mary Mother of Jesus, Blessings to the Pope and 
all the Holy Trinity etc. Amen''. The rest of us crossed 
ouselves and that's how we got five pints of Guinness 
on the house! What a fine fellow did the Hon. Charles 
Rupert Annersley-Proctor turn out to be!
Chuck Egan-Fowler.
(Thanks Chuck! - Ed).

Martin Jordan(58) in France responded to the August Masthead 
article on Aden by writing thus.
'I was at Aden in 1967 on the Gurkha for the withdrawal and went 
for a beer in the Britannia Club or I think it was called that. 
Entering this high class place I found the deck awash with beer and 
a fight going on between a Guards regiment and some Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders. I kept my head down and my mouth shut 
knowing that if they found out some matelots were in the place we 
could have become the object of their angst.'
Happy Days!!

Aden -------------------------------------
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'Where Eagles Dare --------------------------------------------
In response to 'The Button' article featured in the August 
Masthead Gavin H. Scrimgeour(58) in Victoria, Australia (or 
the Great Southland of Terra Australis as he describes it), has 
come forward to offer this reminiscence of his time 'aloft' on 
the mast at Shotley;

'Your opening article “The Button” which I read and thank you 
for and your comment regarding those who actually stood on 
the Button as a special breed. Well I am one of those who 
indeed stood on the Button once. I well remember that Sunday 
afternoon in '59 when I and AJ (Allan) Smith 149 class from 
my mess, a Yorkshire man who once beat 7 bell's out of me in 
the boxing ring in the Annex, were playing aloft sitting on the 
half moon. He (Allan) bet me 1 penny that I couldn't climb and 
stand on the Button. Well I don't know what overcame me but I 
accepted the bet, egged on by one of my classmates who was 
present but whose face I can see but cannot remember his 
name. So off I went up to the horns, and then shinning up till I 
got to the top mast stays, hung on and grabbed the lightning 
conductor and before I knew it I was sitting cross legged on the 
Button. Easy, absolutely easy, nothing to it. Then one foot on 
the Button and up I stood with the lightning conductor between 
my knees. Let me tell you it was a marvelous sight; but now I 
had to think about getting down and it was then that fear crept 
in as I just did not know how to get down.

Well obviously I did but just cannot recall how I did it, 
from standing to once again sitting, the swinging over 
and getting both legs onto the mast and letting go the 
lightning conductor and then sliding back down to the 
horns, then on to the wire ladder to the half-moon. And 
yes AJ Smith paid up and years later when I saw his name 
as a Ganges member we exchanged e-mails and had a 
good laugh about it.

However the story doesn't end there as I can recall on two 
separate occasions I attempted to once again climb the mast 
to the Button on Open Day. On both occasions I got as far as 
the stays and held on but didn't get to finish the climb. I have 
always been meaning to write the story of me and the Button, 
so thank you for your article - but special breed? mmm I don't 
know about that.

In '62 joined boats but that's another story for another day. '

Gavin H. Scrimgeour
1958-59 15 recruitment 12 class.
Drake 40 (top of Short Covered Way across from the PO).

(Gavin subsequently came up with a possible answer to his 
nameless messmate and suggests 'Hutchinson' an ex-
Arethusa boy might be a good bet. Ed.

Messmate 'Hutchinson' 
out on 1st yard arm.

Gavin at right with classmates 
of Drake 40 class 12 
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Dead in the Water ------------------------------------- 
The recent failure of two high 
profile endeavours, namely the 
cancelling of a leaky Artemis space 
launch in Florida, and for us more 
importantly the breakdown of the 
carrier Prince of Wales immediately 
after her much- heralded departure 
from Portsmouth for the USA and 
the Caribbean, just goes to show 
that even in todays' high-tech world 
nothing is guaranteed.
That the problem of breakdowns is 
indeed as old as time is easily 
proven with the example of the 

Frigate HMS Loch Fada during the Far East commission of 1963-65. There probably the oldest front- line warship 
in the Fleet at that time, Loch Fada suffered regular bouts of condenseritis for the whole of the 18 months of that 
commission.  Condenseritis I am reliably informed by our Chairman Mike Dutton(58) occurs when there is too 
much salt in the feed water going to a boiler, normally caused by a leak in a condenser. Unfortunately these 
breakdowns would happen without warning and resulted in several un-planned periods of down time both at sea 
and in harbour. To this day I can well remember us receiving a 'Flash' signal whilst alongside in Bombay (delivered 
as I recall by a Sikh on a bicycle from the local Comcentre), ordering us to make best speed back to Singapore in 
preparation for service in Borneo during the Indonesian Confrontation. So off we sailed from Bombay struck down 
yet again by 'condenseritis', powering through the water at an impressive 4 knots with a marked list to port, but 
otherwise in all respects ready to engage the enemy!
And for the techno geeks out there Mike Dutton 
further informs us that condenseritis was tested for 
on a daily basis using a hydrometer pot, thermometer 
and a twaddle hydrometer. (Never let it be said that 
Masthead doesn't go that extra mile when 
opportunity arises, in order to broaden the 
knowledge of our readership). 
And here by way of conclusion on the subject of 
breakdowns is a rather apt political cartoon from the 
sixties, whose message is more or less self-
explanatory.
Peter Turton(56)

HMS Prince of Wales - Stokes Bay 31/8/2022

By Appointment ----------------- 
This month sees the installation of a new Lieutenant-
Governor of Jersey in the Channel Islands. Not just any old 
Governor as it turns out, but rather recently retired Royal 
Navy Admiral Jeremy (Jerry) Kyd CBE. His naval career 
which spanned some 32 years included being 
commanding officer of the frigate Monmouth(2004), last 
C.O. of Ark Royal(2010), commanding officer of the 
Royal Naval College Dartmouth(2012), first sea-going 
captain of the fleet flagship Queen Elizabeth(2016) and 
latterly as Commander Fleet(2019) prior to retirement in 
March 2022.
Interestingly the Admiral had also been Vice President of 
Ice Sports for the Naval Service and President of the RN and RM Boxing Association, two 
pastimes one assumes which are unlikely to prove of much use in his new appointment. Still 
you never know.
(The lead to this article is thanks to Stan and Jenny Gallon, for Jenny's sister Hillary lives on 
Jersey. – Ed)



In Memorium ------------

Housewife ------------------------------------------------
It has been said that the word 'Housewife' as used to describe the 
sewing kits issued to all us Boys on joining Ganges was in fact a 
corruption of the word 'Hussif', used by Victorian ladies to identify 
their sewing bags and contents. The question though must be are we 
witnessing yet another example of Victorian gobbledegook, designed 
it would seem specifically to confuse future generations? However, 
surely 'Housewife' slips more readily off the tongue than 'Hussif', 
which sounds more at home describing a camel herders' jock strap.
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Fill Your Boots ------------------------------------------ 
From where this term derives is open to debate. Some say English cavaliers would use their 
thigh length boots in which to relieve themselves, rather than suffer the inconvience of wasting 
valuable drinking time searching for a closet. Possibly this explanation doesn't hold water 
(excuse the pun), when a more logical answer might be found in the history of the Royal Navy. 

At the HMS Victory  museum in Portsmouth it was and possibly still is possible to buy a thick 
leather cup lined with pitch. This is a replica of a sailors' mug from the time of Nelson and used 
amongst other things for the rum ration when issued. These mugs were referred to as 'boots' and 
on occasions of celebration such as a battle won or a prize taken when rum was freely available, 
the cry would go out “fill your boots!”

As we approach the 217th anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar (21/10/1805), we might recall that Nelson was 
once quoted as saying “I could not tread these perilous paths in safety, if I did not keep a saving sense of  humour”. 

With that in mind then one assumes that the great man would not have objected to 
relatively modern-day comedians who on occasion have made light of his life and 
times. Two examples of which follow:
- Spike Milligan once telephoned Peter Sellers to tell him that he had just returned 

from a visit to Portsmouth and HMS Victory. He related that there was a brass 
plaque set into the deck with an inscription to the effect that 'Horatio Nelson Fell 
Here'. Milligan observed that he was not in the least surprised given that he had 
“almost tripped over the bloody thing myself”.

-   In the Blackadder television series one episode recalls that whilst serving in the 
Mediterranean Nelson was heard to declare “Lady Hamilton is a virgin and if I am 
wrong may my right arm and my right eye be forfeit.”  

Picture a quiet evening on the 
mess deck, uckers, letter writing, 
ironing etc. Suddenly, sliding 
hands-only down the mess 
ladder (we've all done it), arrives 
a breathless messenger to 
announce “Have you heard the news? that Chief's 
dead!” A stunned silence follows as everyone 
tries to digest this sombre news, wondering - 
Chief Stoker? Chief Tel? Chief  Yeoman? Almost 
in unison those assembled enquire “what Chief?'', 
to which our prophet of doom with triumphant 
grin replies “Geronimo!”. (The old ones are the 
best ones!).

Good for a Laugh -----------------------------------------------

In the unlikely event that I die before you do
remember the messdeck, our discussions on vodoo?
So should it be proved in pursuit of my skin
you chose to resort to rag doll and pin,
I'll know from 'beyond' your wicked intent
and with malice aforethought my anger give vent.
Any rum that you drink will taste weaker than water
and out of your past come a half-Chinese daughter.
So don't try it my friend your venom restrain
you might handle the daughter, but the rum?
Oh the pain!

Nosmo King

Poets
Corner
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Word of the Month ------------------------------------- 
The word chosen is 'Redaction' which has become increasing popular with the US 
media in recent times, particularly relating to the 'redacted' affidavit issued by the 
US Justice Dept. to search Donald Trumps' Mar-a-Largo home in Florida. 
Described in the dictionary as 'the censuring or obscuring of part of a text for legal 
or security purposes', 'redaction' is otherwise loosely used in practice for both 
deliberate and unintentional purposes. Any readers who over time worked in 
Saudi Arabia might recall that on entering that Kingdom the border officials all 
came armed with their own 'redaction' tools. This took the form of large black 
marker pens used dexterously to erase any portion of UK newspapers thought 
inappropriate to Saudi laws and customs. Of particular interest were the contents 
of page 3 of popular tabloids, where offending 'bits' (it rhymes) of the models 
therein displayed were enthusiastically 'redacted'.

In the case of unintentional 'redaction' we need look no further than our own back 
yard on ships' notice boards in earlier times. There it was not uncommon to see the daily 
orders regularly disfigured by blocks of X's seemingly indicating 'redaction', but in truth 
nothing more sinister than a ships office operative in the early stages of honing his typing skills! 
All the same we always got the gist of those orders.

From the 'Sunshine State' of Florida, Peter Palmer(48)  offers his own 
response to our Aden article featured in August;
My first passing through Aden was on the Veryan Bay in the early 50's 
in company with St Austell Bay on our way out to New Zealand in an 
exchange Med. Fleet visit with the two New Zealand frigates Taupo 
and Hauwea.  At that time Aden was still an operational re-coaling 
station for everything passing through going east or west. No 
mechanical cranes or loaders and where everything was done up and down 
'bleacher' type wooden steps on the side of the ships and handled in wicker 
baskets full of coal by two-man teams. 
However the laugh came later when I was on my way back out to the Far East on the Empire Trooper. Having had a 
fairly good run ashore we were on the jetty waiting for the liberty boat to come and collect a boat load of us. Being 
in good spirits we discovered the Governor's Super Humber parked off to one side with the driver asleep at the 
wheel. His boss was onboard the troopship for dinner. Well the tyres were sort of let down! Some years later 
(1960/61 I seem to recall) I was with the Foreign Office on my first overseas posting in the Political Agency 
Bahrain. Attending a dinner party at the Political Residents' residence, I was sitting on the deck with a group 
exchanging tall stories and had just finished recalling that 'Trooper' incident. At that point a hand fell on my 
shoulder and Her Britannic Majesty's Political Resident for Persian Gulf States, Sir William Luce, politely said 
“Ah yes Peter I should like to have a word with you about that, I was the Governor then and I had to walk home that 
night”! Ooops!!
PS. Of course all well taken since Sir Williams' father had been a Royal Navy Admiral!!
                                        

Aden article revisited --------------------                             --

My fellow Americans ... ----------------------------------------
In a world where Russia's invasion of Ukraine currently grabs a goodly 
proportion of world headlines and where Russia quite rightly comes out as 
the bad guy, its' a given fact that Russia has never ever really been one of 
the West's bosom buddies. And who better to confirm this view, albeit 
unintentionally, than the late US President Ronald Reagan during the cold 
war, who famously announced “My fellow Americans. I've signed 
legislation that will outlaw Russia forever. We begin bombing in five 
minutes”. This before a scheduled radio broadcast, unaware that his 
microphone was already switched on!


